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1. General warnings
1.1 - Safety warnings

EN

Contents

CAUTION!
- This manual contains important safety instructions and
warnings. Incorrect installation could lead to serious injury.
Before starting, please read all sections of the manual carefully. If you are unsure about something, stop installation
immediately and contact KING-gates Customer Service for
assistance.
- Important: please retain this manual for future maintenance
work and product disposal.

1.2 - Installation warnings
• Before beginning the installation procedure, check that this product is suitable for the intended use (see sections 3.1 and 3.2). If
unsuitable, do NOT proceed with installation.
The contents of this manual refer to an installation like the one
shown inƄJ.
• Taking into account the hazards which could occur during installation and product operation, the automation system should be
installed according to the following procedure:
- Ensure there is a system device which is a means of disconnection from the supply mains. This device must have a contact separation in all poles which ensures full disconnection under overvoltage category III conditions.
- All installation and maintenance operations must be carried out
with the automation system switched off and the power supply disconnected. If the disconnection device is not visible from where the
automation system has been installed, a sign must be attached to
it before attempting any work. The sign should read: "CAUTION!
MAINTENANCE WORK IN PROGRESS”.
- The product must be connected to a power supply line equipped
with safety grounding system.
- Take care not to crush, bang, drop or spill any kind of liquid on
the automation system during installation. Do not keep the product
BKNRDSNRNTQBDRNEGD@SNQNODMk@LDR #NHMFRNL@XC@L@FDHS 
corrupt it or lead to hazardous situations. If this were to happen,
stop installation immediately and contact KING-gates Customer
Service.
- Do not make alterations to the product in any way. Improper use
can only lead to malfunctions. The manufacturer declines all liability
ENQC@L@FDB@TRDCAX@QAHSQ@QXLNCHjB@SHNMRSNSGDOQNCTBS
- This product is not intended for use by people (including children)
with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or who lack
experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning the use of the product by a person
responsible for their safety.
- The product is not intended as an intruder protection system. Additional devices must be installed alongside the automation system
to guarantee effective protection.
#NMNS@KKNVBGHKCQDMSNOK@XVHSGSGDjWDCBNMSQNKCDUHBDR *DDO
remote control devices out of their reach as well.
- The automation system must not be used until it has been commissioned as described in chapter 5 ("Testing and commissioning").
- The packing materials of the product must be disposed of in compliance with local regulations.

1

2. Product description
EN

OVO is a gearmotor designed for the automation of sectional doors.
OVO operates using electric power. In the event of a power failure, the gearmotor can be released in order to move the door manually.

2.1 - Operating limits
"G@OSDQf3DBGMHB@KRODBHjB@SHNMRtOQNUHCDRSGDC@S@MDDCDCSNCDSDQLHMDVGDSGDQSGDOQNCTBSHRRTHS@AKDENQSGDHMSDMCDC@OOKHB@SHNM
Its structural characteristics make it suitable for use on sectional doors within the limits shown in tables 1, 2 and 3.
Table 1 - OVO gearmotor operating limits
Model:

SECTIONAL door
Height: 2.4 m

OVO550

Width: 3.7 m

The measurements in table 2 are to be taken as a guideline and are for general estimate purposes only. The effective suitability of OVO for
@TSNL@SHMF@RODBHjBCNNQCDODMCRNMSGDCDFQDDNECNNQKD@EA@K@MBHMF FTHCDEQHBSHNM@MCNSGDQ@RODBSR HMBKTCHMFNBB@RHNM@KOGDMNLDM@
such as wind pressure or the presence of ice, which could obstruct leaf movement.
To establish effective conditions, the force required to move the leaf throughout its stroke must be measured to ensure that this value does not
DWBDDCSGDŭMNLHM@KSNQPTDŭRODBHjDCHMRDBSHNMŭ3DBGMHB@KRODBHjB@SHNMRt@KRN SNB@KBTK@SDSGDMTLADQNEBXBKDRGNTQ@MCBNMRDBTSHUD
cycles, the data in tables 3 and 4.must be taken into account.
Table 2 - Limits related to leaf height
Leaf height (metres)

Max. no. of cycles/hour

Max. no. of consecutive cycles

up to 2

16

8

2÷2.4

12

6

Table 3 - Limits in relation to force required to move door leaf
Force required to move leaf N

Cycle reduction percentage

Up to 200

100%

200÷300

70%

300÷400

25%

The height of the door enables the maximum number of cycles per hour and consecutive cycles to be calculated, while the force required
SNLNUDSGDCNNQDM@AKDRSGDODQBDMS@FDNEBXBKDQDCTBSHNMSNADCDSDQLHMDCENQDW@LOKD HESGDKD@EGDHFGSHR L SGHRVNTKCDM@AKD
cycles per hour and 6 consecutive cycles, but if a force of 250 N is required, these would have to be reduced to 70%, resulting therefore in 8
cycles per hour and around 4 consecutive cycles.
To avoid overheating, the control unit has a limiter that is based on the motor operation and duration of cycles, and trips when the maximum
limit is exceeded.
N.B.: 1 kg = 9.81 N, for example, 500 N = 51 kg

2.2 - Typical system
Fig. 1 shows a typical system for automating a sectional door.

c Main edge

a OVO

d Flashing light with incorporated aerial

b Photocells

e Key-operated selector switch

2.3 - List of cables
Table 5RGNVRSGDRODBHjB@SHNMRNESGDB@AKDRMDDCDCSNBNMMDBSTOSGDU@QHNTRCDUHBDR
The cables used must be suitable for the type of installation. For example, an H03VV-F type cable is recommended for indoor applications.
Table 4 - List of cables
Connection

Cable type

Maximum length allowed

Flashing light with aerial

1 2x0.5 mm2 cable

20 m

1 RG58 type shielded cable

20 m (recommended less than 5 m)

Photocells

1 2x0.25 mm2 cable for TX

30 m

1 4x0.25 mm2 cable for TX

30 m

Key-operated selector switch

2

2 2x0.5 mm cables (note 1)

Note 1: a single 4x0.5mm2 cable can be used instead of two 2x0.5mm2 cables.

2

50 m

1
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3GDHMRS@KK@SHNMNE.5.LTRSADB@QQHDCNTSAXPT@KHjDCODQRNMMDKHM
compliance with current legislation, standards and regulations, and
the directions provided in this manual.

3.1 - Preliminary checks

• Components must never be immersed in water or other liquids.
• Keep all OVO components away from heat sources and open
k@LDR SGDRD BNTKC C@L@FD SGD BNLONMDMSR @MC B@TRD L@KETMBSHNMR jQDNQC@MFDQNTRRHST@SHNMR

Before proceeding with the installation of OVO you must:

• If the door includes an access door, make sure that it does not
obstruct normal travel. Fit a suitable interlock system if necessary.

• Verify and ensure after installation that no door parts obstruct public roadways or pavements.

• Only insert the OVO plug into sockets equipped with a safety
grounding system.

• Check that all the materials are in excellent condition, suitable for
use and that they conform to the standards currently in force.

• The socket must be protected by suitable magneto-thermal and
differential switches.

• Make sure that the structure of the gate is suitable for automation.

3.2 - Fitting OVO

• Make sure that the force and dimensions of the door fall within the
RODBHjDCNODQ@SHMFKHLHSROQNUHCDCHMBG@OSDQ ŭ.ODQ@SHMFKHLHSRt
• Check that the static friction (that is, the force required to start the
movement of the leaf) is less than half the "maximum torque", and
that the dynamic friction (that is, the force required to keep the leaf
in movement) is less than half the "nominal torque". Compare the reRTKSHMFU@KTDRVHSGSGNRDRODBHjDCHMRDBSHNMŭ3DBGMHB@KRODBHjB@tions"). The manufacturer recommends a 50% margin on the force,
as unfavourable climatic conditions may cause an increase in the
friction.
• Make sure that there are no points of greater friction in the opening
or closing travel of the door.
• Make sure that the mechanical stops are sturdy enough, and that
there is no danger of the door derailing.
• Make sure that the door is well balanced: it must not move by itself
when left stationary in any position.
• Make sure that the mounting positions of the various devices (photocells, keys, etc.) are protected from impact and that the mounting
RTQE@BDR@QDRTEjBHDMSKXRSTQCX
• ,@JDRTQDSG@SSGDLHMHLTL@MCL@WHLTLBKD@Q@MBDRRODBHjDCHM
ƄJ and 3 are observed.

2

C 2970 mm

A 40÷400 mm

D 410 mm

B 0÷400 mm

Installation of the OVO gearmotor comprises 3 stages:
• Assembly of GRO33 and GRO13 guides (see sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2).
• Mounting the gearmotor to the guide (see section 3.2.3)

3.2.1 - Assembly of guide supplied GRO33
The guide that is supplied with GRO33 must be assembled as follows:
01. Referring to ƄJ, remove the belt tensioner device (4aHMRDQS
one end of the belt into the pulley (4bQDHMSQNCTBDSGDADKSSDMRHNMDQ
device into the guide (4c).
02. Pass the same end of the belt through the head [A], as in ƄJ.
NB - Make sure that the belt is correctly positioned: it must be with
the teeth facing inwards, straight and without twists.
03. Turn the lower section of the carriage so that the grooves correspond with the two ends of the belt, as in ƄJ.
04. Place both ends of the belt into all the shaped slots of the lower
carriage [B]. Secure the ends of the belt with the 2 screws (V4.2x9.5)
and 2 washers (R05), as in ƄJ.
05. Fix the belt guide [C] to the upper carriage [D] with the V6x18
screw and related M6 nut, as in ƄJ.
06. Insert the upper carriage [D] into the lower carriage [B] and place
the entire carriage assembly inside the guide, as in ƄJ.
07. Hammer the three pieces of the guide into place inside the connection brackets [E], as in ƄJ and 11. Important – the guides
must slide into the brackets until they click into position.
08. Carefully position the belt into the guide, making sure that it is
not twisted.
09. /TRGSGDGD@C: <HMSNSGDEQDDDMCNESGDFTHCDTRHMFRHFMHjB@MS
force, as in ƄJ.
10. Finally, tension the belt with the adjustment screw [F] of the belt
tensioner device, as in ƄJ.

260 mm

3

260 mm

EN

3. Installation

• "GDBJ@MCDMRTQDSG@SSGDL@MT@KQDKD@RDHRjSSDC@S@L@WHLTL
height of 1.8 m.
4

CAUTION! the gearmotor could break if the belt is TOO
taut, and it could cause unpleasant noise if it is TOO slack.

3.2.2 - Assembly of guide supplied GRO13
The GRO13 guide is already assembled. All you have to do is tensioning the belt using the M8 nut [F] (ƄJTMSHKHSHRRTEjBHDMSKXS@TS

4a

8
1

4
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4b
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D

B

4c

10
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5
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A
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6
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7

13
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3.2.3 - Fitting the gearmotor to the guide
01. Fit the OVO gearmotor output shaft to the guide head [A] and
secure using 4 M6.3x38 screws [G] (ƄJ). The gear motor rotates
and can be positioned in three different ways (ƄJ).

17

EN

14

A
G

3.2.4 - Mounting the gearmotor to the ceiling

18

01. On the basis of distances A, B and C in ƄJ and 3, trace the
SVNjWHMFONHMSRNESGDEQNMSFTHCDAQ@BJDS@SSGDBDMSQDNESGDCNNQ 
On the basis of the type of support surface, the front bracket can be
jWDCVHSGQHUDSR OKTFRNQRBQDVRƄJ). If distances A, B and C
(ƄJ and 3@QDRTEjBHDMS SGDAQ@BJDSB@MADjWDCCHQDBSKXNMSNSGD
ceiling.

15

06. Ensure that the guide is perfectly horizontal, then cut off the excess section of the brackets with a saw (ƄJ).
02. After drilling the holes in the relative points, leaving the gearmotor
on the ground, lift the guide from the front section and secure using
two screws, plugs or rivets, according to the installation surface.

19

03. Secure the brackets [H] using the screws [I] and nuts [L], selecting the hole most suited to ensure distance B, as shown in (ƄJ)

16
L
07. With the door closed, pull the cord to release carriage [M] from
the guide (ƄJ).

I
B 0÷400 mm

20

H
04. Using a ladder, lift the gearmotor until the brackets are touching
the ceiling. Trace the drilling points and then return the gearmotor to
the ground.

M

05. Drill at the outlined points and then, using a ladder, lift the gearmotor until the brackets are placed against the drilled holes (ƄJ)
and secure using screws and plugs suited to the support surface
(ƄJ).
08. Slide the carriage until the leaf connecting bracket [N] (ƄJ) on
the upper edge of the door is perfectly perpendicular to the guide [O].

6

3.4 - Electrical connections

21
O

01. Open the cover by loosening the screw (ƄJ) and pushing the
button (ƄJ).

EN

24
N

09. Then secure the leaf connecting bracket [N] with rivets or screws
(ƄJ). Use screws or rivets suited to the leaf material, and ensure
that they are able to withstand the maximum force required for leaf
opening and closing.

25

10. Loosen the screws of the two mechanical stops, then move the
front mechanical stop [P] in front of the carriage (ƄJ).

22

Q
P

02. Remove the small disc [S] with a screwdriver (ƄJ).

26
11. Push the carriage in the closing direction and, on reaching the
position, tighten the screw [Q] fully down.
S

12. Manually open the door to the required opening position, move
the rear mechanical stop [R] next to the carriage (ƄJ) and tighten
the screw [Q] fully down. Important! - Make sure the release cord
can be pulled below a height of 1.8 m.

23
R

03. Feed the cables through the hole [S] (ƄJ).
Q

27

S

3.3 - Installation of other devices
If other devices are needed, install them following the directions provided in the corresponding instructions. Check the devices which
can be connected to OVO in ƄJ and in section 3.5 ("Description of
electrical connections").

04. Refer to ƄJ and the connection descriptions in table 5 when
making the connections:
- if using photocells, remove the wire clip between terminals 3 and 7
and follow the connection diagram in ƄJ.
HETRHMFSGDk@RGHMFKHFGS@DQH@K QDLNUDSGDVHQDBKHOBNMMDBSDCSN
terminal 2 as standard) and connect the RG58 shielded cable.
7

05. Once you have connected up all the cables, secure them using
cable clips.

06. To close the cover, push it back into place, making sure you hear
@ŭBKHBJŭ 1DHMRDQS@MCSHFGSDMSGDRBQDVSNjMHRG

EN
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3.5 - Description of the electrical connections
3GDENKKNVHMFHR@AQHDECDRBQHOSHNMNESGDDKDBSQHB@KBNMMDBSHNMRS@AKDENQETQSGDQHMENQL@SHNM OKD@RDQD@CRDBSHNM ŭ CCHMFNQQDLNUHMF
devices").
Table 5
Terminals Function

Description

1–2

Aerial

connection input for the radio receiver aerial.

3–4

Step-by-step

input for devices which control movement. It is possible to connect "Normally Open" devices to this input.

5–6

Stop

HMOTSENQSGDCDUHBDRVGHBGAKNBJNQDUDMST@KKXRSNOSGDL@MNDTUQDHMOQNFQDRRBNMS@BSRKHJDŭ-NQL@KKX
Closed", "Normally Open" or constant resistance devices can be connected up using special procedures
on the input.
Please refer to section 7.3.1 ("STOP Input") for further information about STOP.

3-7

Photo

input for safety devices such as photocells. They cut-in during closure,
reversing the manoeuvre. "Normally closed" contacts can be connected.
Further PHOTO information can be found in section 7.3.2 ("Photocells").

6–8

Phototest

Whenever a manoeuvre starts, the relative safety devices are checked and only if everything is in order
will the manoeuvre start.
KKSGHRHRNMKXONRRHAKDHE@RODBH@KBNMEHFTQ@SHNMNESGDBNMMDBSHNMRHRTRDCHMOQ@BSHBD SGDŭ37ŭOGNSNBDKK
transmitters are powered separately from the "RX" receivers. Further connection information can be found
in section 7.3.2 ("Photocells").

9 – 10

8

Flashing light

a flashing light can be connected on this output with a car type 12 V 21 W lamp. During the manoeuvre
the unit flashes at intervals of 0.5 s.

CAUTION!
- Never cut or remove the cable supplied with OVO.
- If not already available, a power socket for connecting OVO
WRWKHPDLQVPXVWEHPDGHE\TXDOLƄHGDQGH[SHULHQFHGSHUsonnel in strict observance of current legislation, standards
and regulations.
292 PXVW EH FRQQHFWHG WR WKH VXSSO\ PDLQV E\ D TXDOLƄHG
electrician.
To test OVO, just insert the plug into a power outlet, using an extension cord if necessary (ƄJ).

During these manoeuvres, the control unit memorises the force required for opening and closing.
(ESGD+@MC++$#Rk@RG@SSGDBNMBKTRHNMNESGDQDBNFMHSHNMOQNBDRR HSLD@MRSG@S@MDQQNQG@RNBBTQQDCRDDRDBSHNMŭ3QNTAKDshooting").
Important! - It is important that these manoeuvres are not interrupted, e.g. by a STOP command. If this occurs, the recognition process
described in point 01 must be repeated.
The recognition stage of the positions, and of the STOP and PHOTO
HMOTSBNMjFTQ@SHNM B@MADQDOD@SDC@F@HM@S@MXSHLD DUDM@ESDQSGD
HMRS@KK@SHNMENQDW@LOKD HENMDNESGDLDBG@MHB@KRSNORHRQDLNUDC
just repeat the procedure starting from step 01.

30

28
P1
L1
L2

3.7 - Preliminary checks
As soon as OVO is energised, you should check the following:
01. "GDBJSG@SSGD+$#:4<HRk@RGHMFMNQL@KKXVHSG@QNTMCk@RG
per second (ƄJ).

P2
L3

P3

CAUTION! During the position search process, if the belt
LVQRWVXIƄFLHQWO\WHQVLRQHGLWPD\VOLSRQWKHSLQLRQ,IWKLV
occurs, press the P2 key to interrupt recognition; tension the
EHOWE\WLJKWHQLQJWKH0QXW ) DVVKRZQLQƄJWKHQUHpeat the recognition process from point 01.

31

29

F

U

Recognition of the door opening and closing positions is only
possible after the radio transmitter memorisation and deletion
time interval has elapsed (see section 3.7.5 "Radio receiver").

3.7.1 - Recognition of the door opening and
closing positions
The control unit must be made to recognise the opening and closing
positions of the door. In this phase, the door stroke from the closing mechanical stop to the opening mechanical stop is detected. In
@CCHSHNM SN ONRHSHNM  SGD 23./ HMOTS BNMjFTQ@SHNM HR CDSDBSDC @MC
memorised in this phase as well as the existence or non-existence of
the PHOTO input "Phototest".
01. Ensure that the drive belt is correctly tensioned and that the two
mechanical stops are fully secured.
02. Engage the carriage.
03. Press the P2 and P3 keys and hold them down (ƄJ).
04. Release the keys when the manoeuvre starts (after approx. 3 s).
05. Wait for the control unit to complete the recognition stage: closing, opening and closing again of the door.
06. Push the P3 key to perform a complete opening manoeuvre.
07. Push the P3 key to close.

3.7.2 - Checking door movements
Once the opening and closing positions have been recognised, it is
advisable to carry out a number of manoeuvres in order to check the
door travels properly.
01. Press the P3 key to open the door. Check that the door opens
MNQL@KKX  VHSGNTS @MX U@QH@SHNMR HM RODDC SGD CNNQ LTRS NMKX RKNV
down and stop when it is close to the opening mechanical stop.
02. Press the P3 key to close the door. Check that the door closes
MNQL@KKX  VHSGNTS @MX U@QH@SHNMR HM RODDC SGD CNNQ LTRS ADFHM SGD
slow down when it is between 30 and 20 cm. from the closing mechanical stop, and then stop. A brief opening manoeuvre is then performed to release belt tension.
03. #TQHMFSGDL@MNDTUQD BGDBJSG@SSGDk@RGHMFKHFGSHE@MXk@RGDR
at a speed of 0.5 seconds on and 0.5 seconds off.
04. Open and close the gate several times to make sure that there
are no points of excessive friction and that there are no defects in the
assembly or adjustments.
05. Check that the fastening of the gearmotor, the guide and the
mechanical stops are solid, stable and suitably resistant, even if the
9

EN

3.6 - Connecting OVO to the mains

EN

door accelerates or decelerates sharply.

Examples of Mode II memorisation:

3.7.3 - Preset functions

1st example of Mode II memorisation

The OVO control unit has a number of programmable functions.
3GDRDETMBSHNMR@QDRDSSN@BNMjFTQ@SHNMVGHBGRGNTKCR@SHREXLNRS
automations. However, the functions can be altered at any time by
means of a special programming procedure (see section 7.2 "Programming").

T1 Key

"Open" command

Automation A

T2 Key

"Close" command

Automation A

T3 Key

"Partial opening" command

Automation A

T4 Key

"Partial opening" command

Automation A

3.7.4 - Radio receiver

2nd example of Mode II memorisation

A radio receiver is incorporated in the control unit of OVO for remote
control, operating at a frequency of 433.92 MHz and compatible with
the following types of transmitter:

T1 Key

"Open" command

T2 Key

"Close" command

Automation A

T3 Key

"Step-by-step" command

Automation B

T4 Key

"Step-by-step" command

Automation C

Clipper, Stylo 4, Stilo 4K, Myo C4, Novo TX and Novo Digy

Automation A

Up to 160 transmitters can be memorised.

3.7.5 - Memorisation of radio transmitters
Each radio transmitter is recognised by the radio receiver by means
of a "code" which is different from that of any other transmitter. A
"memorisation" phase must therefore be performed in order to allow
the receiver to recognise each single transmitter. Transmitters can be
memorised in 2 ways:
Mode I:HMSGHRLNCD SGDETMBSHNMNESGDSQ@MRLHSSDQJDXRHRjWDC@MC
each key corresponds to the command in the control unit shown in
3@AKD@RHMFKDLDLNQHR@SHNMOG@RDHRB@QQHDCNTSENQD@BGSQ@MRLHSter, during which all the transmitter keys are memorised. A transmitter
can normally only control a single automation in Mode I.
Mode II: In this mode, each transmitter key can be associated with
NMDNESGDONRRHAKDBNMSQNKTMHSBNLL@MCRRGNVMHM3@AKDNMKX
one key is memorised for each stage, namely the one which was
pressed during memorisation. One memory section is occupied for
each key.
In Mode II, different keys on the same transmitter can be used in
order to give the same automation more than one command or to
control more than one automation. For example, in the 1st example
of Mode II memorisation, only automation "A", is controlled, and the
T3 and T4 keys are associated with the same command. Alternatively, three automations are controlled in the 2nd example of Mode
II memorisation, namely "A"(keys T1 and T2), "B" (key T3) and "C"
(key T4).
Memorisation and deletion of transmitters must be performed
ZLWKLQWKHƄUVWVHFRQGVDIWHUSRZHULQJXSWKHXQLW,QWKLV
time interval, the control unit key [P1] is used for radio memoULVDWLRQDQGGHOHWLRQIXQFWLRQVVHFRQGVDIWHUWKHODVWƅDVK
of the L1 LED or after the last key is pressed, the key is disabled and the L1 LED is dedicated to programming. The courWHV\ OLJKW ƅDVKHV RQFH WR LQGLFDWH WKH HQG RI WKH LQWHUYDO LQ
which radio memorisation functions are enabled.
Table 7 - Mode I commands
T1 Key

"Step-by-step" command

T2 Key

"Partial opening" command

T3 Key

"Open" command

T4 Key

"Close" command

3.7.6 - Mode I memorisation
01. Press the P1 key on the control unit and hold it down (approx. 4
s).
02. Release the key when the L1 LED on the control unit lights
up.
03. Within 10s, press any key on the radio transmitter to be memorised and hold it down for at least 3s.
04. If the memorisation procedure is successful, the radio LED on the
BNMSQNKTMHSVHKKk@RGSHLDR
05. If there are other transmitters to memorise, repeat step 3 within
another 10 seconds.
3GD LDLNQHR@SHNM OG@RD jMHRGDR HE MN MDV BNCDR @QD QDBDHUDC ENQ
10 seconds.

3.7.7 - Mode II memorisation
01. Press the radio key on the control unit as many times as the
number corresponding to the desired command, according to table
8.
02. Make sure that the radio LED on the control unit makes as many
k@RGDR@RSGDMTLADQBNQQDRONMCHMFSNSGDCDRHQDCBNLL@MC 
03. Within 10s, press any key on the radio transmitter to be memorised and hold it down for at least 3s.
04. If the memorisation procedure is successful, the LED on the reBDHUDQVHKKk@RGSHLDR
If there are other transmitters to memorise for the same type of command, repeat step 3 within another 10 seconds.
3GD LDLNQHR@SHNM OG@RD jMHRGDR HE MN MDV BNCDR @QD QDBDHUDC ENQ
10 seconds.

3.7.8 - “Remote” memorisation
A new radio transmitter can be memorised without directly operating the keys on the receiver. You need to have a pre-memorised and
operational radio transmitter. The new radio transmitter will "inherit"
the characteristics of the old one, i.e. if the old radio transmitter was
memorised in Mode I, the new one will also be memorised in Mode
I. In this case, during the memorisation stage you can press any key
on the transmitters. If, on the other hand, the old transmitter was
memorised in Mode II, the new one will also be memorised in Mode
II. Subsequently, you must press the key on the old transmitter which
corresponds to the desired command, and the key on the new transmitter to which you wish to associate that command.

NB: two channel transmitters only have T1 and T2 keys.
Table 8 - Commands available in Mode II
1.

"Step-by-step" command

2.

"Partial opening" command

3.

"Open" command

4.

"Close" command

CAUTION! - Programming via radio may be done on all
the receivers within the range of the transmitter. Therefore,
only the one involved in the operation should be kept switched
on.
Holding the two transmitters, position yourself within the operating
range of the automation and perform the following operations:
01. Press the key on the new radio transmitter and hold it down for
at least 5s, then release it.
02. Press the key on the previously memorised transmitter slowly 3
times.
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At this point the new radio transmitter will be recognised by the receiver and will assume the characteristics of the previously memorised one.
If there are other transmitters to be memorised, repeat all the steps
above for each new transmitter.

3.7.9 - Deleting the radio transmitters
01. Press the P1 key on the control unit and hold it down.
02. Wait until the L1 LED lights up, then wait until it goes off, then
V@HSTMSHKHSG@Rk@RGDCSHLDR
03. 1DKD@RDSGDQ@CHNJDXOQDBHRDKXTONMSGDSGHQCk@RG
(ESGDOQNBDCTQDHRRTBBDRRETK @ESDQ@EDVLNLDMSRSGD+$#VHKKk@RG
5 times.

4. Testing and
commissioning

SN@RRHRSSGDRXRSDLENQSGDQDCTBSHNMNESGDHLO@BSENQBD SQXSNjMC
the adjustment that gives the best results.

4.2 - Commissioning
01. Commissioning can take place only after all testing phases have
been completed successfully. Partial commissioning or use of the
system in "makeshift" conditions is not permitted.
02. Prepare and store the technical documentation for the automation for at least 10 years. This must include at least: an assembly
drawing of the automation, a wiring diagram, an analysis of hazards
and solutions adopted, a manufacturer’s declaration of conformity of
all the devices installed (for OVO use the annexed CE declaration of
BNMENQLHSX@BNOXNESGD@TSNL@SHNMRXRSDLHMRSQTBSHNML@MT@K@MC
maintenance schedule.
03. Post a permanent label or sign near the door detailing the release
@MC L@MT@K L@MNDTUQD NODQ@SHNMR QDEDQ SN SGD jFTQDR HM ŭ(MRSQTBtions and warnings for users of the OVO gearmotor").
04. Post a permanent label or sign near the door containing this picture (min. height 60 mm).

This is the most important stage in the automation system installation
procedure in order to ensure maximum safety levels.
Testing can also be adopted as a method of periodically checking
that all the various devices in the system are functioning correctly.
3DRSHMFNESGDDMSHQDRXRSDLLTRSADODQENQLDCAXPT@KHjDC@MCDWperienced personnel who must establish which tests to conduct on
the basis of the risks involved, and verify the compliance of the system with applicable regulations, legislation and standards, in particular with all the provisions of EN standard 12445 which establishes the
test methods for automation systems for gates and doors.

4.1 - Testing
Each component of the system, e.g. safety edges, photocells, emerFDMBXRSNO DSB QDPTHQDR@RODBHjBSDRSHMFOG@RD 6DSGDQDENQDQDBommend observing the procedures shown in the relative instruction
manuals.
To test OVO, proceed as follows:

05. Post a label on the door providing at least the following data: type
of automation, name and address of manufacturer (person responsible for the "commissioning"), serial number, year of manufacture and
"CE" marking.

01. Make sure that the provisions contained in chapter 1 ("WARNINGS") have been carefully observed.

06. Prepare the declaration of conformity of the automation system
and deliver it to the owner.

02. Release the door by pulling the release cord downwards. Check
that the door can be manually manoeuvred with a force no greater
than 225N.

07. Prepare the "Installation instructions and warnings" of the automation system and deliver it to the owner.

03. Engage the carriage again.
04. Using the selector switch or the radio transmitter, test the opening and closing of the door and make sure that the door moves in the
intended direction.
05. The test should be carried out a number of times to make sure
that the gate moves smoothly, that there are no points of excessive
friction and that there are no defects in the assembly or adjustments.

08. Prepare the maintenance schedule of the automation system and
CDKHUDQ HS SN SGD NVMDQ HS LTRS OQNUHCD @KK CHQDBSHNMR QDF@QCHMF SGD
maintenance of all the automation devices.
09. Before commissioning the automation system, inform the owner
in writing regarding dangers and hazards that still exist (e.g. in the
"Installation instructions and warnings").

06. Check the proper operation of all the safety devices, one by one
(photocells, safety edges, etc.). In particular, each time a device is
@BSHU@SDC  SGD ŭ.*ŭ +$# NM SGD BNMSQNK TMHS PTHBJKX k@RGDR SVHBD 
BNMjQLHMFSG@SSGDBNMSQNKTMHSG@RQDBNFMHRDCSGHR
07. To check the photocells and make sure that there is no interference with other devices, pass a 5 cm diameter, 30 cm long cylinCDQNMSGDNOSHB@K@WHR jQRSMD@Q37 SGDMMD@Q17@MCjM@KKX@SSGD
mid-point between them and make sure that in all these cases the
device is triggered, switching from the active to the alarm status and
UHBD UDQR@jM@KKX L@JDRTQDSG@SHSB@TRDRSGDHMSDMCDC@BSHNMHMSGD
BNMSQNKTMHSENQDW@LOKDSG@SHSB@TRDRSGDQDUDQR@KNESGDLNUDLDMS
during the closing manoeuvre.
08. If the dangerous situations caused by the movement of the door
have been safeguarded by limiting the force impact, the user must
measure the impact force according to the EN 12445 standard. If the
adjustment of the "speed" and control of the "motor force" are used
11
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03. Press the key on the new radio transmitter once slowly.
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5. Maintenance
The automation must be subjected to maintenance work on a regular
basis in order to guarantee it lasts.
CAUTION! - The maintenance operations must be performed in strict compliance with the safety directions provided in this manual and according to the applicable legislation
and standards.
If other devices are present, follow the directions provided in the corresponding maintenance schedule.

7. Additional
information
7.1 - Programming keys
3GD.5.BNMSQNKTMHSHRjSSDCVHSGJDXRVGHBGB@MADTRDCANSGENQ
the control of the unit during testing and the programming procedure:
P1

01. OVO requires scheduled maintenance work every 6 months or
3,000 manoeuvres after previous maintenance.
02. Disconnect any source of electric power.
03. Check for any deterioration in automation system components,
paying special attention to erosion or oxidation of the structural parts.
Replace any parts which are below the required standard.
04. Check the wear and tear on the moving parts: belt, carriage, pinHNMR@MCSGDCNNQBNLONMDMSRQDOK@BDSGDLHEMDBDRR@QX

Within the first 10 seconds after power-up, perform
the "RADIO" function to memorise or delete the radio
transmitters used with OVO.
After this time interval, the key is no longer used.

P2

The P2JDXRSNORSGDL@MNDTUQDHEOQDRRDCENQLNQDSG@M
5 seconds, it enables programming mode as described
below.

P3

The P3 key enables you to control door opening and
closing or scroll through the programming steps.

05. Connect the electric power sources up again, and carry out all
the tests and checks described in section 4.1 (“Testing”).

P1
P2

6. Disposal of the
product

P3

This product constitutes an integral part of the automation system,
therefore it must be disposed of along with the latter.
Likewise for installation operations, when the product reaches its
end-of-life, decommissioning operations must be performed by
PT@KHjDCODQRNMMDK
This product is made up of different types of material, some of which
can be recycled while others must be disposed of. Seek information
on the recycling and disposal systems available in your area for this
product category.
CAUTION! - Some parts of the product may contain pollutants or hazardous substances that could cause serious
damage to the environment or human health if released into
the environment.
As indicated by the adjacent symbol, it is strictly forbidden to dispose of this product together with domestic
waste. Therefore, implement separate waste collection criteria for disposal according to the regulations in
force in your area, or return the product to the dealer
when purchasing a new equivalent version.
CAUTION! - Local legislation may include the application
RIVHULRXVƄQHVLQWKHHYHQWRILPSURSHUGLVSRVDORIWKLVSURGuct.

6.1 - Disposal of the buffer battery
(if present)
CAUTION! The empty battery will contain toxic substances
and must not be thrown out with ordinary rubbish.
It should be disposed of according to the "separate" refuse collection
procedures in effect in your local area.
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7.2 - Programming
The OVO control unit is equipped with a number of programmable
ETMBSHNMRETMBSHNMRDSSHMFR@QDDMSDQDCTRHMFJDXRNMSGDBNMSQNK
unit: P3 and P2. They are displayed by means of 3 LEDs: L1, L2
and L3.
There are two types of programming:
Programming on power-up: this type of programming can only
be performed immediately after switching on OVO. Press and hold
P2 during power-up of the control unit to activate this programming
mode.
Standard programming: this programming mode can be used at
any time and is activated by pressing and holding P2.
For both modes, the programming and programmable functions
available are divided into 2 levels:
Level 1: functions settable in ON-OFF mode (enabled or disabled). In
this case, the L1, L2 and L3 LEDS indicate a function: if lit, the funcSHNMHRDM@AKDCHENEE SGDETMBSHNMHRCHR@AKDC 2DD3@AKDR@MC
Level 2: parameters settable on a scale of values (from 1 to 3). In
this case, each LED (L1, L2 and L3) indicates 1 of the 3 possible set
values. See Tables 11 and 12.

7.2.1 - Level 1 programming (ON-OFF functions)
N°

Description

Example

L1

Variable sensitivity

This function enables the user to enable or disable the sensitivity with which obstacles are detected.
The factory setting of sensitivity is variable (L1 LED off): greater sensitivity in the case of low motor
force, and less sensitivity where the motor force increases. All with the aim of ensuring optimal
detection precision. Variable sensitivity can be disabled, and 3 "fixed" levels of motor force remain
(L1 LED lit).

L2

/GNSNSDRS$KDBSQHBKNBJ

This function enables the user to enable output 8 of the terminal board for operation with phototest
or with an electric lock. The factory setting of output 8 is with the "phototest" function enabled (L2
LED off). Alternatively, the output can be programmed on the OVO control unit to control an electric
lock (L2 LED lit).

L3

Partial opening

This function enables either a long or short partial opening interval to be selected. The factory
setting for partial opening is long (approx. 1 m, L3 LED lit). Alternatively, partial opening can be set
to short (approx. 15 cm, L3 LED off).

At the end of the "Programming on power-up" procedure, the L1, L2 and L3 LEDs indicate the status of the functions in "Standard
programming" mode.

Table 10 - List of programmable functions in "Standard programming" mode
N°

Description

Example

L1

Closing speed

This function enables the selection of the motor speed during the closing manoeuvre, from 2 levels:
"high" and "low”. The factory setting is "high" (L1 LED lit). Alternatively the function can be disabled
to set the "low" speed (L1 LED off).

L2

Opening speed

This function enables the selection of the motor speed during the opening manoeuvre, from 2
levels: "high" and "low”. The factory setting is "high" (L2 LED lit). Alternatively the function can be
disabled to set the "low" speed (L2 LED off).

L3

Automatic closure

3GHR ETMBSHNM DM@AKDR @TSNL@SHB BKNRTQD NE SGD CNNQ @ESDQ @ OQNFQ@LLDC O@TRD SGD CDE@TKS
Pause Time is set at 30 seconds but may be changed to 15 or 60 seconds. The factory setting is
"semiautomatic" as Automatic closure is disabled (L3 LED off).

During normal operation of OVO, the L1, L2 and L3 LEDs are lit or off depending on the status of the associated function in "Standard
programming" mode. For example, L3 is lit if the "Automatic closure" function is enabled. L1 also displays the status of the "radio" function
in the first 10 seconds after power-up.

7.2.2 - Level 1 programming (ON-OFF functions)
!XCDE@TKSKDUDKETMBSHNMR@QDRDS@RRGNVMHMS@AKDR@MC ATSB@MADLNCHjDC@S@MXSHLD@RRGNVMHMSGDOQNBDCTQDRADKNV 3@JD
B@QDCTQHMFLNCHjB@SHNMOQNBDCTQDR @RSGDQDHR@L@WHLTLSHLDHMSDQU@KNERDBNMCRADSVDDMOQDRRHMFNMDJDX@MC@MNSGDQNSGDQVHRD
the system exits the procedure automatically memorising the changes made up to that time.
• To modify the ON-OFF functions in "programming on power-up" mode:
01. Switch off OVO (for example, by removing the F1 fuse).
02. Press and hold P2.
03. Switch on OVO (for example, by inserting the F1 fuse).
04. 6@HSENQSGDk@RGHMFRHFM@KHMCHB@SHMFBNMSQNKTMHSRS@QS TO@MCJDDOP2 pressed until L1RS@QSRSNk@RG@OOQNW R
05. Release the P2 key when the L1+$#RS@QSRSNk@RG
06. Press P3SNLNUDSGDk@RGHMF+$#SNSGD+$#@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDETMBSHNMSNADLNCHjDC
07. Press P2SNBG@MFDSGDRS@STRNESGDETMBSHNMRGNQSk@RG.%%KNMFk@RG.-
08. Wait 10s to exit the programming mode automatically after the maximum time interval.
NB: points 6 and 7 can be repeated during the same programming phase to set other functions to ON or OFF
• To modify the ON-OFF functions in “standard programming” mode:
01. Press and hold P2 for approx. 3s.
02. Release the P2 key when the L1+$#RS@QSRSNk@RG
03. Press P3SNLNUDSGDk@RGHMF+$#SNSGD+$#@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDETMBSHNMSNADLNCHjDC 
04. Press P2SNBG@MFDSGDRS@STRNESGDETMBSHNMRGNQSk@RG.%%KNMFk@RG.-
05. Wait 10s to exit the programming mode automatically after the maximum time interval.
NB: points 3 and 4 can be repeated during the same programming phase to set other functions to ON or OFF
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Table 9 - List of programmable functions in "Programming on power-up" mode

7.2.3 - Level 2 programming (adjustable parameters)

EN

Table 11 - List of programmable functions in "Programming on power-up" mode
Input
LEDs

Parameter

LED
(level)

Value

Description

L1

Variable

L1

High

Sensitivity

L2

Medium

L3

Low

When variable sensitivity is enabled, it can be set to three different activation
thresholds. "High" variable sensitivity is most suited to small, correctly
balanced doors.

L1

No recovery

L2

Minimum recovery

L3

Maximum recovery

L2

L3

Belt recovery

Closure
slowdown

L1

Short

L2

Average

L3

Long

Adjust belt recovery limit Once the door has closed completely, a brief opening
manoeuvre is then performed which can be adjusted using this parameter.

Controls how long closure slowdown takes.

Table 12 - List of programmable functions in "Standard programming" mode
Input
LEDs

Parameter

LED
(level)

Value

Description

L1

Motor force

L1

Low

Sets the maximum force generated by the motor to move the door.

L2

Medium

L2

L3

"Step-bystep" function

Pause time

L3

High

L1

Open - stop - close open

L2

Open - stop - close - stop

L3

Apartment block

L1

15 seconds

L2

30 seconds

L3

60 seconds

Adjusts the sequence of commands associated with the "Step-by-step"
input or the 1st radio command (see tables 7 and 8).

Adjusts the pause time, i.e. time before automatic re-closure. Is effective
only if automatic closure is enabled.

All parameters can be adjusted as required without any contraindications, only the "Motor force" setting may require special attention:
• 4RDNEGHFGENQBDU@KTDR@QDMNSQDBNLLDMCDCSNBNLODMR@SDENQSGDE@BSSG@SSGDKD@EG@R@MNL@KNTRONHMSRNEEQHBSHNMDWBDRRHUDENQBD
may impair the safety system and damage the leaf.
• If the "Motor force control" is used in support of the system for impact force reduction, the force measurement procedure must be
performed after each adjustment, as envisaged by standard EN 12445.
• 6D@Q@MC@SLNROGDQHBBNMCHSHNMRHMEKTDMBDLNUDLDMSNESGDF@SDENQBDRDSSHMFRRGNTKCADBGDBJDCODQHNCHB@KKX

7.2.4 - Level 2 programming (adjustable parameters)
!XCDE@TKSKDUDKETMBSHNMR@QDRDS@RRGNVMHMS@AKDR@MC ATSB@MADLNCHjDC@S@MXSHLD@RRGNVMHMSGDOQNBDCTQDRADKNV 3@JD
B@QDCTQHMFLNCHjB@SHNMOQNBDCTQDR @RSGDQDHR@L@WHLTLSHLDHMSDQU@KNERDBNMCRADSVDDMOQDRRHMFNMDJDX@MC@MNSGDQNSGDQVHRD
the system exits the procedure automatically, memorising the changes made up to that time.
• To modify the adjustable parameters in “Programming on power-up” mode:
01. Switch off OVO (for example, by removing the F1 fuse).
02. Press and hold P2.
03. Switch on OVO (for example, by inserting the F1 fuse).
04. 6@HSENQSGDk@RGHMFRHFM@KHMCHB@SHMFBNMSQNKTMHSRS@QS TO@MCJDDOP2 pressed until L1RS@QSRSNk@RG@OOQNW R
05. Release the P2JDXVGDMSGD++$#RS@QSRSNk@RG 
06. Press the P3JDXSNLNUDSGDk@RGHMF+$#SNSGDŭHMOTS+$#ŭ@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDO@Q@LDSDQSNADLNCHjDC 
07. Press and hold P2during steps 8 and 9.
08. 6@HS@OOQNW R@ESDQVGHBGSGD+$#@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDBTQQDMSKDUDKNESGDO@Q@LDSDQSNADLNCHjDCVHKKKHFGSTO 
09. Press the P3 key to move the LED associated with the parameter value.
10. Release P2
11. Wait 10s to exit the programming mode automatically after the maximum time interval.
Points 6 to 10 can be repeated during the same programming phase to modify other parameters.
• To modify the adjustable parameters in “Standard programming” mode:
01. Press and hold P2 for approx. 3s.
02. Release the P2JDXVGDMSGD++$#RS@QSRSNk@RG 
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03. Press the P3JDXSNLNUDSGDk@RGHMF+$#SNSGDŭHMOTS+$#ŭ@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDO@Q@LDSDQSNADLNCHjDC 
04. Press and hold P2during steps 5 and 6.
05. 6@HS@OOQNW R @ESDQVGHBGSGD+$#@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDBTQQDMSKDUDKNESGDO@Q@LDSDQSNADLNCHjDCVHKKKHFGSTO
06. Press the P3 key to move the LED associated with the parameter value.

EN

07. Release P2.
08. Wait 10s to exit the programming mode automatically after the maximum time interval.
Points 3 to 7 can be repeated during the same programming phase to modify other parameters.

7.3 - Adding or removing devices

7.3.2 - Photocells

Devices can be added or removed at any time on an automation using OVO. In particular, various types of device can be connected to
the inputs STOP and PHOTO as indicated in sections 4.8.1 ("STOP
Input") and 4.8.2 ("Photocells"). Fig. 39 shows the wiring diagram for
connecting the various devices.

Please note - The images in this section refer to the Viky 30 photocell model.
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The OVO control unit is equipped with a "Phototest" function which
increases the reliability of the safety devices, enabling it to be classijDCHMB@SDFNQXHMBNLOKH@MBDVHSGSGDRS@MC@QC$- QDF@QCing the combination of the control unit and safety photocells.
Each time a manoeuvre is started up, all safety devices are checked
and operation will only start if everything is in order. If, however, the
test fails (photocell "blinded" by the sun, cables shorted etc.), the
E@TKSHRHCDMSHjDC@MCSGDL@MNDTUQDCHR@AKDC
%NQSGDŭOGNSNSDRSŭETMBSHNM @RODBHjBBNMMDBSHNMHRQDPTHQDCENQSGD
photocell transmitters (seeƄJDQG). The control unit recognises the connection in "phototest" mode during the self-learning
phase (see section 3.7.1 "Recognition of the door opening and closing positions”).
• Connection without "Phototest" function (ƄJDQG)
Power the transmitters and receivers directly from the control unit
services output (terminals 3 - 6).
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7.3.1 - STOP input
STOP is the input that stops movement immediately, followed by a
brief reverse of the manoeuvre. Devices with contact types Normally
Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC) or devices with a constant resist@MBD NE   *Ƅ RTBG @R R@EDSX DCFDR B@M AD BNMMDBSDC SN SGHR
input.
The control unit recognises the type of device connected to the
STOP input during the recognition phase (see section 3.7.1 "RecogMHSHNMNESGDCNNQNODMHMF@MCBKNRHMFONRHSHNMRt@ESDQSGHR @23./
command is activated whenever the device detects any difference
from the recognised setting.
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When set accordingly, more than one device (these can be different)
can be connected to the STOP input:
• An unlimited number of NO devices can be connected in parallel.
• An unlimited number of NC devices can be connected in series.
• 2DUDQ@KCDUHBDRVHSG@BNMRS@MSQDRHRS@MBDNE *ƄB@MADŭB@RB@CDŭBNMMDBSDCVHSG@RHMFKDSDQLHM@SHMFQDRHRS@MBDNE *Ƅ
• It is possible to combine two NO and NC contacts, placing them
HMO@Q@KKDK S@JHMFB@QDSNOK@BD@QDRHRS@MBDNE *ƄHMRDQHDRVHSG
the NC contact (this also enables the combination of 3 devices: NO,
-"@MC *Ƅ
If the STOP input is used for connecting devices with safety funcSHNMR NMKXSGDCDUHBDRVHSG@BNMRS@MSQDRHRS@MBDNE *ƄFT@Q@Mtee safety category 3 against faults in accordance with the standard
EN 954-1.

• Connection with "Phototest" function (ƄJDQG)
The receiver power comes directly from the services output (terminals 3 - 6), while that of the transmitters is from the "Phototest" output (terminals 8 – 6). The maximum admissible current on the "Phototest" output is 100 mA.
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7.4 - Special functions
7.4.1 - "Always open" function

EN

The "Always open" function is a control unit feature which enables
the user to control an opening manoeuvre when the "Step-by-step"
command lasts longer than 3 seconds. This is useful for connecting
a timer contact to the "Step-by-step" input in order to keep the door
open for a certain length of time, for example.
This feature is valid whatever the "Step-by-step" input programming
may be (see the "Step-by-step" properties in table 12).

7.5 - Connection of other devices
If the user needs to power external devices, it is possible to tap power as shown in ƄJ. The power supply voltage is 24Vac -30% ÷
+50% with a maximum available current of 100mA.

43
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If two pairs of photocells are used which could interfere with each
other, activate the synchronisation mechanism as described in the
photocell instructions.

7.3.3 - Electric lock
The factory setting of the "phototest" output is with the "Phototest"
function enabled.
Alternatively, the output can be programmed on the OVO control unit
to control an electric lock. On start-up of each opening manoeuvre,
SGDNTSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCENQRDBNMCRHMSGHRV@X@MDKDBSQHBKNBJCDvice can be connected. The output is not activated during the closing
manoeuvre and therefore the electric lock must have a provision for
mechanical reactivation.
The output cannot control the electric lock directly (only loads of
24Vac – 2W). The output must be interfaced with a relay, as shown
in ƄJ.
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8. Troubleshooting
EN

Table 13 contains instructions to help you solve malfunctions or errors that may occur during the installation stage or in case of failure.
Table 13 - Troubleshooting
Symptoms

Probable cause and possible solution

The radio transmitter does not control the door "GDBJSNRDDHESGDSQ@MRLHSSDQA@SSDQHDR@QDDWG@TRSDCHEMDBDRR@QX QDOK@BDSGDL
and the LED on the transmitter does not light
up.
The radio transmitter does not control the door Check to see if the transmitter has been memorised correctly in the radio receiver.
and the LED on the transmitter lights up.
Check that the emission of the transmitter radio signal is correct by means of this empirical
test: push a key and rest the LED on the aerial of a normal radio (ideally an economical
NMDSG@SHRRVHSBGDCNM@MCSTMDCHM @RBKNRD@RONRRHAKD SN ,GY%,@RKHFGS
crackling sound should be heard.
No manoeuvre starts and the OK LED fails to Check that OVO is being powered at the mains voltage of 230 V. Check to see if fuses
flash.
F1 and F2 (fig. 46G@UDAKNVMHEMDBDRR@QX HCDMSHEXSGDQD@RNMENQSGDE@HKTQD@MCSGDM
replace the fuses with others that have the same current rating and specs.
No manoeuvre starts and the flashing light is off. Make sure that the command is actually received. If the command reaches the Step-byStep input, the OK led flashes twice indicating that the command has been received.
No manoeuvre starts and the flashing light
flashes a few times.

Count the flashes and check the corresponding value in table 14.

The manoeuvre starts but it is immediately
followed by a reverse run.

The selected force could be too low for this type of door. Check to see whether there are
@MXNARS@BKDRHEMDBDRR@QXHMBQD@RDSGDENQBD

8.1 - Diagnostics and signals
A few devices give out special signals that allow you to recognise the operating status or possible malfunctions.

8.1.1 - Flashing light and courtesy light signals
#TQHMFSGDL@MNDTUQD SGDk@RGHMFKHFGS k@RGDRNMBDDUDQXRDBNMCHEBNMMDBSDC 6GDMRNLDSGHMFHRVQNMF SGDk@RGDR@QDLNQDEQDPTDMS
SGDKHFGSk@RGDRSVHBDVHSG@RDBNMCO@TRDADSVDDMk@RGDR 3GDBNTQSDRXKHFGSFHUDRSGDR@LDCH@FMNRSHBRRHFM@KR
Table 14 - FLASH flashing light signals
Quick flashes

Cause

Action

2 flashes

Triggering of a photocell

1 second pause

At the start of the manoeuvre, one or more photocells are preventing
LNUDLDMSBGDBJSNRDDHESGDQD@QD@MXNARS@BKDR

2 flashes

This is normal when there is an obstacle impeding the closing movement.

3 flashes
1 second pause

Activation of the "motor force"
limiting device

#TQHMFSGDLNUDLDMS SGDCNNQDWODQHDMBDCDWBDRRHUDEQHBSHNMHCDMSHEXSGD
cause.

Activation of the STOP input

SSGDRS@QSNENQCTQHMFSGDL@MNDTUQD SGD23./HMOTSV@R@BSHU@SDC
identify the cause.

3 flashes
4 flashes
1 second pause
4 flashes
5 flashes
1 second pause
5 flashes
6 flashes
1 second pause

Error in the internal parameters 6@HS@SKD@RSRDBNMCR SGDMSQXFHUHMF@BNLL@MCHESGDBNMCHSHNM
of the electronic control unit
persists, it means there is a serious malfunction and the circuit board has to
be replaced.
3GD L@WHLTL L@MNDTUQD KHLHS Wait for a few minutes until the manoeuvre limiting device drops to under the
hour has been exceeded
maximum limit.

6 flashes
7 flashes
1 second pause
7 flashes

There is an error in the internal Disconnect all the power circuits for a few seconds and then try giving a
electric circuits
BNLL@MC @F@HM HE SGD BNMCHSHNM ODQRHRSR  HS LD@MR SGDQD HR @ RDQHNTR E@TKS
on the circuit board or the motor cabling. Check and replace as necessary.
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8.1.2 - Control unit signals
.MSGD.5.BNMSQNKTMHS XNTB@MjMCSGDL1, L2 and, L3 LEDs (ƄJ). Each of these can give special indications, both during normal
operation and in case of malfunctions.

EN

Table 15 - LEDs on the control unit terminals
OK LED

Cause

Action

Off

Malfunction

,@JDRTQDSGDQDHRONVDQRTOOKXBGDBJSNRDDHESGDETRDR@QDAKNVMHE
necessary, identify the reason for the failure and then replace the fuses
ones of the same type.

On

Serious malfunction

3GDQDHR@RDQHNTRL@KETMBSHNMSQXRVHSBGHMFNEESGDBNMSQNKTMHSENQ@EDV
RDBNMCRHESGDBNMCHSHNMODQRHRSR HSLD@MRSGDQDHR@L@KETMBSHNM@MC
the circuit board has to be replaced.

One flash every second

Everything OK

Normal operation of control unit.

2 quick flashes

The status of the inputs has This is normal when there is a change in one of the inputs: Step-bychanged
Step, STOP, triggering of photocells or use of the radio transmitter.

Series of flashes separated Miscellaneous
by a 1 second pause

See table 14.

It corresponds to the flashing light or the courtesy signal.

STOP LED

Cause

Action

Off

Activation of the STOP input

Check the devices connected to the STOP input.

On

Everything OK

STOP Input active.

Table 16 - LEDs on the control unit keys
L1 LED

Description

Off

Correct during normal functioning.

On

Indicates that a radio code that is not in the memory has been received during normal functioning.

It flashes

• Function programming in progress.
• Memorising or deleting the radio transmitters.

L2 LED

Description

Off

Indicates the slow "Motor speed" during normal functioning.

On

Indicates the fast "Motor speed" during normal functioning.

It flashes

• Function programming in progress.
• If it flashes together with L3, it means that the user must carry out the recognition of the door opening and
closing positions (refer to section 3.7.1 "Recognition of the door opening and closing positions”).

L3 LED

Description

Off

During normal operation the device indicates "Automatic Closing" is inactive.

On

During normal operation the device indicates "Automatic Closing" is active.

It flashes

• Function programming in progress.
• If it flashes together with L2, it means that the user must carry out the recognition of the door opening and
closing positions (refer to section 3.7.1 "Recognition of the door opening and closing positions”).
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ST

O

L3

-HBD2 O @ HMNQCDQSNHLOQNUDHSROQNCTBSR QDRDQUDRSGDQHFGSSNLNCHEXSGDHQSDBGMHB@KRODBHjB@SHNMR@S@MXSHLDVHSGNTSOQHNQMNSHBD (M@MX
case, the manufacturer guarantees their functionality and suitability for the intended purposes.
All the technical characteristics refer to a room temperature of 20°C (±5°C).
OVO technical specifications
Type

Electromechanical gearmotor for the automatic movement of garage doors for residential use,
complete with electronic control unit

Pinion

9.5 mm diameter, 28 teeth

Peak starting torque [corresponds to
the force necessary to keep set the
leaf in motion]

9.9 Nm [550N]

Nominal torque [corresponds to
the force necessary to keep a leaf
moving]

4.95 Nm [275N]

Speed under no load [corresponds if
"Fast" speed is programmed]

QOL: LR<
The control unit enables 2 speeds equal to approx. 100% - 60% to be programmed

Nominal torque speed [corresponds
if "Fast" speed is programmed]

QOL: LR<

Maximum frequency of operating
cycles

30 cycles per day (the control unit allows up to the maximum described in tables 2 and 3)

Maximum continuous operating time

3 minutes (the control unit limits the continuous operation up to the maximum described in
tables 2 and 3)

Operating limits

In general, OVO is suitable for the automation of sectional or overhead doors which remain
within the dimensions stated in table 1 and limits specified in tables 2 and 3.

OVO power supply

5@B'Y

Max. absorbed power

200 W

Insulation class

1 (a safety grounding system is required)

Emergency power supply

No

OVO courtesy light

12 V-21 W

Flashing Light Output

for 1 flashing light (12 V, 21 W)

STOP Input

%NQMNQL@KKXBKNRDCNQMNQL@KKXNODMBNMS@BSRNQENQBNMRS@MSQDRHRS@MBDNE *ƄVHSGRDKE
recognition (any variation from the memorised status causes the "STOP" command).

Step-by-step Input

For normally open contacts (the closing of the contact causes the "STEP-BY-STEP"
command)

Radio AERIAL Input

ƄENQ1&NQRHLHK@QSXODNEB@AKD

Radio receiver

Incorporated

Programmable functions

6 ON-OFF functions and 6 adjustable functions (see tables 9, 10, 11 and 12)

Recognition functions

1DBNFMHSHNMNESGDSXODNEŭ23./ŭCDUHBD-.NQ-"BNMS@BSNQ *ƄQDRHRS@MBD
Recognition the door opening and closing positions and calculation of the slowdown and
partial opening points.

Working temp.

-20°C ÷ 50°C

Use in acid, saline or potentially
explosive atmosphere

No

Protection class

IP 40 use only in indoor or protected environments

Dimensions and weight

WG JF

Guide technical characteristics
GRO33

GRO13

Type

3-piece profile in galvanised steel

single profile in galvanised steel

Guide length

3.15 m

3.15 m

Guide height

35 mm

35 mm

Useful stroke

2.6 m

2.6 m

Belt lenght

6m

6m

Belt height

6 mm

6 mm

Resistance to traction

730 N

730 N
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Incorporated radio receiver technical specifications
Type

4 channel receiver for incorporated radio command

Frequency

433.92 MHz

Coding

King

Transmitter compatibility (*)

Clipper, Stylo 4, Stilo 4K, Myo C4, Novo TX and Novo Digy

No. of transmitters that can be
memorised

Up to 160 if memorised in mode 1

Input impedance

Ƅ

Sensitivity

better than 0.5µV

Range of the transmitters

From 100 to 150m. The range can vary if there are obstacles or electromagnetic disturbances,
and is also affected by the position of the receiving aerial

Outputs



Working temp.

-20°C ÷ 55°C

10. CE Declaration of conformity
#DBK@Q@SHNMNEBNMENQLHSX@RODQ#HQDBSHUD"$$,"
Declaration code: *.5.

Address: Via Malignani, 42 - 33077 - Sacile (PN) Italy

Rev.: 0.

Type: Electromechanical gearmotor with incorporated control unit

:

Model: OVO

Language EN
Manufacturer’s name: KING GATES S.r.l.
#(1$"3(5$$".%3'$$41./$ -/ 1+( ,$-3 -#.%3'$".4-"(+NE,@QBGNMQ@CHNDPTHOLDMS@MCSDKDBNLLTMHB@SHNMRSDQLHM@KDPTHOLDMS@MCSGDLTST@K
recognition of their conformity, in accordance with the following harmonised standards:
'D@KSGOQNSDBSHNM$-Ű
$KDBSQHB@KR@EDSX$-Ű  
$KDBSQNL@FMDSHBBNLO@SHAHKHSX$-ŰŰ Ű5   $-ŰŰ Ű5  
1@CHNRODBSQTL$-ŰŰ Ű5  
q#(1$"3(5$$".%3'$$41./$ -/ 1+( ,$-3 -#.%3'$".4-"(+NE#DBDLADQNMSGD@OOQNWHL@SHNMNESGDK@VRNESGD,DLADQ2S@SDRQDK@SHMFSN
DKDBSQNL@FMDSHBBNLO@SHAHKHSX@MCQDOD@KHMF#HQDBSHUD$$" HM@BBNQC@MBDVHSGENKKNVHMFG@QLNMHRDCRS@MC@QCR
EN 61000-6-2:2005, EN 61000-6-3:2007
In addition, the product conforms with the following Directive on partly completed machinery:
q#HQDBSHUD$"NESGD$TQNOD@M/@QKH@LDMS@MCNESGD"NTMBHKNE,@XNML@BGHMDQX @MC@LDMCHMF#HQDBSHUD$"QDB@RS HM@BBNQC@MBDVHSGSGDENKKNVHMF
harmonised standards:
 (SHRGDQDAXCDBK@QDCSG@SSGDQDKDU@MSSDBGMHB@KCNBTLDMS@SHNMG@RADDMBNLOHKDCHM@BBNQC@MBDVHSG MMDW5((/@QS!NE#HQDBSHUD"$@MCSG@SSGDENKKNVHMFDRRDMSH@K
QDPTHQDLDMSRG@UDADDM@OOKHDC@MCETKjKKDC                                      
- The manufacturer undertakes to transmit, in response to a reasoned request by the national authorities, relevant information on the partly completed machinery. This shall be
without prejudice to the intellectual property rights of the manufacturer of the partly completed machinery.
 2GNTKCSGDO@QSKXBNLOKDSDCL@BGHMDQXADOTSHMSNRDQUHBDHM@$TQNOD@MBNTMSQXVHSG@MNEjBH@KK@MFT@FDCHEEDQDMSSNSGDNMDTRDCHMSGHRCDBK@Q@SHNM @SQ@MRK@SHNMHMSNSG@S
language must be provided by the person bringing the machinery into the language area in question.
 3GDO@QSKXBNLOKDSDCL@BGHMDQXLTRSMNSADOTSHMSNRDQUHBDTMSHKSGDjM@KL@BGHMDQXHMSNVGHBGHSHRSNADHMBNQONQ@SDCG@RADDMCDBK@QDCHMBNMENQLHSXVHSGSGDOQNUHRHNMRNE
#HQDBSHUD"$ VGDQD@OOQNOQH@SD
(M@CCHSHNM SGDOQNCTBS.5.BNLOKHDRVHSGSGDENKKNVHMFRS@MC@QCR$-           

$-  

The product complies with the following standards (limited to the applicable sections): EN 13241-1:2003, EN 12445:2002, EN 12453:2002, EN 12978:2003

Sacile, 19-06-2012
Giorgio Zanutto
(Managing Director)
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